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gated in terms of microlocal analysis. We discuss a condition on the wave
front set for the corresponding n-point distributions, called “microlocal spec-
trum condition” (µSC). On Minkowski space, this condition is satisfied as a
consequence of the usual spectrum condition. Based on Radzikowski’s de-
termination of the wave front set of the two-point function of a free scalar
field, satisfying the Hadamard condition in the Kay and Wald sense, we con-
struct in the second part of this paper all Wick polynomials including the
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manifold and prove that they satisfy our microlocal spectrum condition.
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1. Introduction
Quantum Field Theory on curved spacetime (QFT on CST) describes quantum
fields propagating under the influence of an external gravitational field. The main
problem which has to be resolved in this setting is an appropriate formulation of
stability. On Minkowski space, stability is expressed by the requirement of positive
energy, i.e., the generators of time-like translations are represented as positive op-
erators on some distinguished Hilbert space. In the absence of a time-like Killing
vector field a corresponding condition can not be formulated and there exists no
preferred Hilbert space. These difficulties can best be treated in the algebraic ap-
proach to quantum field theory [HK64]. In this approach, the formulation of a
particular model can be divided into two steps. In the first step an algebra of
observables is constructed in terms of commutation or anticommutation relations.
This step was performed by Dimock [Dim80, Dim82, Dim92] for the free scalar,
Dirac and electro-magnetic fields on globally hyperbolic spacetimes. In a second
step, a class of states with suitable stability properties has to be found. States are
here considered as expectation functionals, i.e., normalized positive linear function-
als on the algebra of observables. Via the GNS construction each state induces a
representation of the observable algebra in a Hilbert space with a cyclic vector but
different states may lead to inequivalent representations.
One approach to characterize the class of states mentioned above is given by
the “scaling limit criterion” and the “principle of local definiteness” introduced
by Haag, Narnhofer and Stein [HNS84] and further investigated by Fredenhagen
and Haag in [FH87]. Both characterizations are designed for states on general
quantum field theoretical models on arbitrary spacetimes. On the other hand, for
linear free models the so-called Hadamard states are believed to be physical states
since the work of DeWitt and Brehme [DB60]. See Kay and Wald [KW91] for a
precise definition. These states are characterized by the short distance behaviour
of their two-point distributions [FSW78]: The singularity structure of the latter
has to satisfy the Hadamard condition, in particular it is fixed by the underlying
geometry. It was shown in [Ver94] that these states satisfy the condition of local
definiteness and that their local von Neumann algebras are factors of type III1 (see
also [Wol92]). Finally, in Hadamard states the expectation value of the stress energy
tensor had successfully been renormalized [Wal78]. Unfortunately the Hadamard
condition is restricted to linear (free) fields.
Radzikowski showed in [Rad92] (see also [Ko¨h95]) that the global Hadamard
condition can equivalently be formulated in terms of wave front sets. This formula-
tion allows the powerful mathematical techniques of microlocal analysis developed
in [Ho¨r71, DH72] to be used in QFT on CST. Indeed, one of us showed in [Ko¨h95]
that the product of two scalar fields on a manifold is a well defined Wightman field
on the GNS Hilbert space of any globally Hadamard product state. In this work we
show a similar result for Wick-powers of scalar fields on a manifold. Moreover –using
wave front sets– we propose a microlocal spectrum condition (µSC) for all n-point
distributions of a state, which is a generalization of the usual spectrum condition
to manifolds. The first formulation of such a wave front set spectrum condition is
due to Radzikowski [Rad92]. However, his proposal needed to be modified, since
free fields and products of free fields respectively provided counterexamples for his
definition. It is also shown below that all Wick-powers of a free scalar field sat-
isfy our µSC. This gives, besides the product of two different scalar fields, another
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(nontrivial) example for a Wightman field satisfying our new condition. We expect
the µSC to be an important ingredient for the formulation of quantum field theory
on curved spacetimes, as well as a valuable tool for a rigorous formulation of per-
turbation theory on manifolds. In addition it might even deepen our understanding
of the Wightman theory on Minkowski space and provide a local characterization
of interaction.
The organization of this work is as follows. After this introduction some funda-
mental definitions and results of Ho¨rmander’s microlocal analysis are restated, i.e.,
the definition of wave front sets, theorems on the multiplication of distributions
and composition of distribution valued operators respectively. These mathematical
preliminaries are followed by a section on Hadamard states, in which Radzikowski’s
wave front characterization of these states is presented. In section 4 we propose
our new µSC and show some fundamental consequences of our definition. Finally
in the last section, Wick polynomials of a free scalar field are constructed. It is
shown that they are (nontrivial) examples for new Wightman fields on a manifold.
2. Mathematical Preliminaries
This section is mainly written with the purpose to give an as much as pos-
sible self-contained introduction to some definitions and results of Ho¨rmander’s
microlocal analysis, which will be needed in the sequel of this paper. Following the
definition of the wave front set of a distribution, we recall Ho¨rmander’s results on
the multiplication of distributions, which extends to the composition of distribution
valued operators. For further details on this mathematical subject and the proofs
of all Theorems stated below in this section, we refer the interested reader to the
monograph of Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r83] or to the original literature (i.e., [Ho¨r71, DH72]).
The theory of wave front sets was developed in the seventies by Ho¨rmander to-
gether with Duistermaat [Ho¨r71, DH72], following a work of Sato [Sat69, Sat70].The
mathematicians use wave front sets (WF) mainly as a tool in partial differential
equations. Wave front sets are refinements of the notion of the singular support of
a distribution. One of the main reasons for using them in favor of the latter is that
they provide a simple characterization for the existence of products of distributions
and eliminate the difference between local and global results. It is interesting that
Duistermaat and Ho¨rmander [DH72] have found a link between their microlocal
analysis and quantum field theory, but their results apparently were seldom used
in the physical literature.
The main purpose of microlocal analysis is to shift the study of singularities from
the base space to the cotangent bundle. This is done by localizing the distribution
around the singularity followed by analysing the result in “Fourier space”.
Let u ∈ D′(Rn) be a distribution and let φ ∈ C∞0 (V ) be a smooth function with
support in V ⊂ Rn. By a well known argument in distribution theory the Fourier
transform of φu yields a smooth function in frequency space for which the following
relation holds:
φ̂u(ξ) =< u, e−i<·,ξ>φ > ,
where < ·, · > denotes dual pairing. This result implies
Lemma 2.1. Let u ∈ D′(V ) and let W be an open subset of V . Then u|W ∈
C∞(W ) if and only if for each φ ∈ C∞0 (W ) and each integer N ≥ 0 there is a
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constant Cφ,N such that
| < u, e−i<·,ξ>φ > | ≤ Cφ,N (1 + |ξ|)
−N ∀ξ ∈ Rn .
The singular support , singsuppu, of u ∈ D′(V ) is defined to be the complement
of the largest open subset of V where u is smooth. Motivated by the previous
Lemma, a refinement of the notion of singular support which takes into account
also the direction in which the Fourier transform does not strongly decay is the
notion of wave front sets.
Definition 2.2. The wave front set, WF(u), of u ∈ D′(V ) is the complement in
V × Rn \ {0} of the set of points (x0, ξ0) in V × Rn \ {0} such that for some
neighbourhood U of x0 and some conic neighbourhood Σ of ξ0 we have for each
φ ∈ C∞0 (U) and each integer N ≥ 0 a constant Cφ,N such that
| < u, e−i<·,ξ>φ > | ≤ Cφ,N (1 + |ξ|)
−N ∀ξ ∈ Σ .
Note that a conic set Σ is such that if (x, ξ) ∈ Σ then (x, tξ) ∈ Σ for all t > 0.
The following Remarks can be easily proved using Lemma 2.1
Remark .
1. For v ∈ D′(V ), V an open subset of Rn, with wave front set WF(v), the
projection of the wave front set to the base point gives the singular support
of v.
2. WF(v) is a closed subset of V × Rn \ {0} since each point (x, k) 6∈ WF(v)
has by definition an open neighbourhood in V × Rn \ {0} consisting of such
points, too.
3. For all smooth test functions φ with compact support WF(φv) ⊂WF(v).
4. For any distribution v with wave front set WF(v), the wave front sets of its
partial derivatives are contained in WF(v).
Example 2.3.
1. Let f ∈ C∞(V ) ⊂ D′(V ) be a smooth function, then WF(f) = ∅.
2. Consider the Dirac δ-distribution on R2. Its easy to see that its wave front
set is the following WF(δ(x, y)) = {(x, k; y, k′) ∈ R2×R2n\{0}| x = y ; k =
−k′}.
It is worth recalling that the set of normal coordinates (x1, . . . , xn, ξ1, . . . , ξn) of
the cotangent bundle T ∗V over the base coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) in V allows us
to identify V × Rn with T ∗V and to consider WF(u) as a subset of the cotangent
bundle. Since the definition of wave front sets is local it can be lifted to manifolds.
We give below an intrinsic definition of wave front sets.
Throughout this work a smooth manifold M is a locally euclidean, Hausdorff,
second countable topological space equipped with a smooth structure. Let Ωα(M)
denotes the complex line bundle of densities of order α over a smooth manifold
M , i.e., Ωα(M) = ∪x∈MΩα(TxM) where TxM denote the tangent space at x of M
(see [Dui73]). Let then C∞0 (M,Ω1−α) be the vector space of compactly supported
smooth sections of the line bundle Ω1−α ≡ Ω1−α(M) equipped with the usual
topology, then, D′(M,Ωα), the space of distribution densities of order α over a
smooth manifold M , is defined as the space of all continuous linear forms on the
space C∞0 (M,Ω1−α). For simplicity we call distribution densities of order zero
distributions and denote their corresponding space by D′(M). It is worth noting
that the set of all smooth functions on M is dense in D′(M).
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Definition 2.4. LetM be an n-dimensional smooth manifold with cotangent bun-
dle T ∗M and take u ∈ D′(M,Ωα). The point (x0, k0) ∈ T ∗M \{0} is called a regular
directed point if and only if for all s ≥ 1, for all λ0 ∈ Rs and for any function
φ ∈ C∞(M ×Rs,R) such that dxφ(x0, λ0) = k0 there exists a neighbourhood V of
x0 in M and a neighbourhood Λ of λ0 in R
s such that, for all ρ ∈ C∞0 (V,Ω1−α)
and all N ≥ 0, we have, uniformly in λ ∈ Λ,
| < u, ρ e−ıτφ(·,λ) > | = 0(τ−N ) if τ −→∞ .
The wave front set, WF(u), of u ∈ D′(M,Ωα) is now the complement in T ∗M \
{0} of the set of all regular directed points of u. By localization and choice of
a strictly positive density on M , such that one can identify test-densities with
compact support with test-functions with compact support, the definition coincides
with that given previously. Moreover, the same properties as in the Remark on
page 4 hold on manifolds.
A useful application of wave front sets is the definition of products of distribu-
tions. Wave front sets provide a simple characterization for the existence of such
products, which turns out to be sequentially continuous provided the wave front
sets of the corresponding distributions are contained in a suitable cone in T ∗M \{0}.
Definition 2.5. Let Γ be a closed cone in T ∗M \{0} and let D′Γ(M,Ωα) denote the
subspace of distributional densities of order α with wave front set contained in Γ. A
sequence {uj} of distributional densities in D′Γ(M,Ωα) converges to a distribution
u ∈ D′Γ(M,Ωα) iff the following conditions hold;
1. {uj} converges to u in D′(M,Ωα) (weakly),
2. for all (x0, k0) ∈ (T ∗M \ {0}) \ Γ, there exists a density of order (1 − α) ρ ∈
C∞0 (M,Ω1−α) with ρ(x0) 6= 0, a conic neighbourhood W of k0 in T
∗M \ {0}
and a function φ as in Definition 2.4 such that for all N ,
sup
τ∈R+
sup
k∈W
[
τN | < u− uj , ρ e
−iτφ(·,k) > |
]
−→ 0 if j −→∞.
It is worth noting that every subspace D′Γ(M,Ωα) contains all smooth densities of
order α with compact support. Moreover, let u ∈ D′Γ(M), then there exists a se-
quence {uj} of compactly supported smooth functions such that uj → u in D
′
Γ(M).
It is therefore possible to choose their supports in an arbitrary neighbourhood of
the support of u.
Theorem 2.6. Let M be a smooth manifold and let Γ, Σ ∈ T ∗M \{0} be two closed
cones, such that Γ⊕ Σ := {(x, k + l)|(x, k) ∈ Γ; (x, l) ∈ Σ} ⊆ T ∗M \ {0}. Then the
multiplication operator
C∞0 (M,Ωα)× C
∞
0 (M,Ωβ) ∋ (u, v) 7−→ u · v ∈ C
∞
0 (M,Ωα+β)
extends to a unique sequentially continuous operator from D′Γ(M,Ωα)×D
′
Σ(M,Ωβ)
to D′Λ(M,Ωα+β), where Λ := (Γ⊕Σ)∪Γ∪Σ. In particular, one finds for the wave
front sets:
WF(u · v) ⊆WF(u)⊕WF(v) ∪WF(u) ∪WF(v). (1)
Proof. In Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r71, Theorem 2.5.10] this Theorem is proved for the case
α = β = 0 only, but the result extends to arbitrary values of α and β: Note first
that every distribution density of order α can be written as a distribution times
a smooth positive density of order α. Using Ho¨rmander’s result the product of
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these distributions multiplied with the tensor product of the corresponding smooth
densities yields a distributional density of order α + β, which does not depend on
the splitting done before. For the last statement recall that two smooth densities
differ by a smooth function and that the multiplication operator is associative.
Remark . Note that for the existence of the product of two distributional densities
u and v it is sufficient to check that WF(u)⊕WF(v) does not contain terms of the
form (x, 0).
2.1. The composition of distribution valued operators. In this subsection
some properties for the composition of two distribution valued operators are re-
called. Let M and M˜ be two smooth manifolds. Consider an operator K1 from
C∞0 (M,Ω1) to D
′(M˜, Ω˜1). By Schwartz nuclear Theorem this operator is in a
one-to-one correspondence to a distribution density K1 ∈ D′(M × M˜, Ω˜1), such
that,
< K1ρ, g˜ >= K∞(ρ⊗ g˜) ∀ρ ∈ C
∞
0 (M,Ω1), g˜ ∈ C
∞
0 (M˜).
For the wave front sets of K1 we introduce the following notations,
WF(K1) := WF(K1)
WF′(K1) := {(x, h; x˜, h˜) | (x, h; x˜,−h˜) ∈WF(K1)}
WFM˜ (K1) := {(x˜, h˜) | (x, 0; x˜, h˜) ∈WF(K1)}.
Consider now a second operator K2 from C
∞
0 (M˜, Ω˜1) to D
′( ˜˜M), where ˜˜M is
a third smooth manifold, whose corresponding distribution is denoted by K2 ∈
D
′( ˜˜M × M˜).
Theorem 2.7 ([Ho¨r83, Theorem 8.2.14]). The composition K2 ◦K1 is a well de-
fined operator from C∞0 (M,Ω1) to D
′( ˜˜M), provided that,
i) K1 has proper support, i.e., the inverse image of any compact set under the
projection suppK1 ∋ (y˜, x) 7→ x is compact,
ii) WF′
M˜
(K2) ∩WFM˜ (K1) = ∅.
For the wave front set of K2 ◦K1 one finds:
WF(K2 ◦K1) ⊆WF
′(K2) ◦WF(K1)
∪
(
WF ˜˜
M
(K2)×M × {0}
)
∪
(
˜˜
M × {0} ×WFM (K1)
)
, (2)
where
WF′(K2) ◦WF(K1) ={(˜˜x,
˜˜
k;x, k) ∈ (T ∗ ˜˜M × T ∗M) \ {0}|(˜˜x, ˜˜k; x˜, k˜) ∈WF′(K2)
and (x˜, k˜;x, k) ∈WF(K1) for some (x˜, k˜) ∈ T
∗M˜}.
Moreover, the composition is sequentially continuous, i.e., if K2ǫ is a sequence of
smooth (WF(K2ǫ) = ∅) operators with proper supports converging1 to K2, then the
composition K2ǫ ◦K1 converges to K2 ◦K1, provided the latter composition exists.
To shorten the notation we will use the same symbol for the operator and the
distribution density in what follows. The next Corollary will be useful in section 4.
1The topology on the operators is the one inherited by that of the corresponding distribution
densities.
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Corollary 2.8 ([Ho¨r83, Theorem 8.2.13]). Let K ∈ D′(M × M˜) denote an op-
erator from C∞0 (M˜, Ω˜1) to D
′(M). Then for ρ ∈ C∞0 (M˜, Ω˜1) WF(K(·, ρ)) ⊆
WFM˜ (K).
3. Hadamard states
We describe quantum fields propagating on a four dimensional Lorentz manifold
(M, gab) in terms of the General Theory of Quantized Fields (See [Fre92, Haa92,
Wal94]). The manifold is assumed to be globally hyperbolic, i.e., it admits space-
like Cauchy hypersurfaces. We deal with the G˚arding-Wightman [WG64] approach
to quantum fields and its algebraic formulation by Borchers and Uhlmann ([Bor62,
Uhl62]). We refer the reader to the cited literature for details, but nonetheless
let us give some ideas for completeness. The Borchers-Uhlmann algebra B for the
scalar field mentioned above is the tensor algebra over C∞0 (M,Ω1). A state ω,
defined as a positive linear functional over B consists of a hierarchy of m-point
distributions ω = {ωm}m∈N. Every state satisfying local commutativity fixes –via
the following GNS-construction Theorem– a Hilbert space, a “vacuum vector” and
a representation of the algebra B thus links the algebraic approach to the Hilbert
space setting of G˚arding and Wightman.
Theorem 3.1 (GNS-reconstruction). For every state ω = {ωm}m∈N on the scalar
Borchers-Uhlmann algebra there is a GNS-tupel (Hω,Dω, φω,Ωω), unique up to
unitary equivalence, such that for each m ≥ 1 and any test densities f1, . . . , fm ∈
C∞0 (M,Ω1)
ωm(f1, . . . , fm) = (Ωω, φω(f1) · · ·φω(fm)Ωω).
Recall that a GNS-tupel (Hω ,Dω, φω,Ωω) satisfies the following properties:
1. Hω is a separable Hilbert space, Dω is a dense subspace of Hω and the GNS-
vacuum Ωω is a distinguished vector in Hω.
2. The fields φω are operator valued distributions, i.e., for all Φ,Ψ ∈ Dω the
linear mapping
(Ψ, φω(·)Φ): C
∞
0 (M,Ω1) ∋ f 7→ (Ψ, φω(f)Φ)
is in D′(M).
3. The subspaceDω contains Ωω and is an invariant domain for the fields, i.e., for
each f ∈ C∞0 (M,Ω1) the domain of φω(f) contains Dω and φω(f)Dω ⊂ Dω.
4. The fields are hermitian, i.e., for each f ∈ C∞0 (M,Ω1), the domain of the
adjoint of φω(f) –denoted by φ
∗
ω(f)– contains Dω and φ
∗
ω(f) ⊃ φω(f¯), where
the bar denotes complex conjugation.
5. The subspace Dω is generated by applying finitely many smeared field oper-
ators to the GNS-vacuum.
If φω satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation and its commutator is given by
[φω(f), φω(g)] = E(f ⊗ g) ∀f, g ∈ C
∞
0 (M,Ω1)
where E is the difference between the advanced and retarded fundamental solution
of the Klein-Gordon operator, we call ω a state of the Klein-Gordon field over M .
It was already mentioned in the introduction, that not all states ω are believed to
be physically meaningful. A condition which physically admissible states should
satisfy is the Hadamard condition ([DB60]) which was intensively studied by vari-
ous authors (see the references in Fulling’s book [Ful89]). A mathematically precise
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definition of the Hadamard condition in terms of boundary values of certain com-
plex valued functions was given recently by Kay and Wald [KW91]. Radzikowski
discovered in his thesis that, equivalently, Hadamard states can be characterized
in terms of their wave front sets. Using his results Junker [Jun95] has been able
to construct Hadamard states for free scalar fields on arbitrary globally hyperbolic
spacetimes. In this section we recall Radzikowski’s wave front set characterization.
Definition 3.2. Let ω be a quasifree state of the Klein-Gordon field over a globally
hyperbolic manifold (M, gab). Then ω is a Hadamard state if and only if its two-
point distribution ω2 has wave front set
WF(ω2) = {(x1, k1), (x2,−k2) ∈ T
∗M2 \ {0}| (x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2); k
0
1 ≥ 0}
(3)
where (x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2) means that there exists a light-like geodesic γ connecting
x1 and x2 with cotangent vectors k1 at x1 and k2 at x2.
Recall that a state ω is called quasifree iff all its odd m-point distributions vanish
and
ωm(x1, . . . , xm) =
∑
P
∏
r
ω2(x(r,1), x(r,2)). (4)
Here P denotes a partition of the set {1, · · · ,m} into subsets which are pairings
of points, labeled by r. Note that the ordering of the points in ω2 is preserved,
e.g. (r, 1) < (r, 2) and no two arguments are identical. The latter fact ensures the
existence of the product
∏
r whenever ω2(xi, xj) are distributions.
For the wave front set of ωm one finds using Theorem 2.6 and Eqn. (4)
WF(ωm) ⊆

⋃
Q
⊕
r∈Q
WF(ωr2)

 , (5)
where Q denotes a nonempty set of disjoint pairs and where ωr2 is the two-point
distribution in the varables x(r,1), x(r,2) considered as a distribution on M
n and
hence has wave front set
WF(ωr2) = {(x1, 0; . . . ;x(r,1), k(r,1); . . . ;x(r,2), k(r,2); . . . ;xn, 0)|
(x(r,1), k(r,1);x(r,2), k(r,2)) ∈WF(ω2)} .
(6)
Using this characterization one can prove the following
Corollary 3.3 ([Ko¨h95]). Let ω1 and ω2 be quasifree Hadamard states for two
massive Klein-Gordon fields propagating on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, gab).
Then the pointwise product of the corresponding m-point distributions exists and
gives rise to a new Wightman field on this spacetime.
4. Microlocal spectrum condition
In this section we propose a condition on the wave front sets of states of a
quantum field on a smooth manifold M , which generalizes the usual Minkowski
space spectrum condition to curved spacetimes. The idea to use wave front sets for a
formulation of some kind of spectrum condition is due to Radzikowski [Rad92]. For
a motivation recall that the Hadamard condition can be formulated as a condition
on the wave front set of the corresponding two-point distribution. Since Eqn. (3)
restricts the singular support of ω2(x1, x2) to points x1 and x2 which are null
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related, ω2 is smooth for all other points. The smoothness for space-like related
points is known to be true for quantum field theories on Minkowski space satisfying
the true spectrum condition by the Bargmann-Hall-Wightman Theorem. For time-
like related points however a similar general prediction on the smoothness does
not exist. In order to include possible singularities at time-like related points,
Radzikowski extended in [Rad92] the right-hand side of Eqn. (3) to all causally
related points; he proposed that the wave front set of the two-point distributions of
any physical reasonable state should be contained in this extended set. He called
this proposal the “wave front set spectrum condition” (WFSSC). He also proposed
a WFSSC for higher m-point distributions and linked both to the scaling limit
condition of [HNS84, FH87]: Both definitions imply the true spectrum condition
in the scaling limit if this limit exists (Theorem 4.11 of [Rad92]). Unfortunately it
can be shown that the m-point distributions for m > 2 associated to a quasifree
Hadamard state of a scalar field on a globally hyperbolic spacetime do not satisfy
his WFSSC in general. Moreover it was shown in [Ko¨h95] that the distributional
product of two different fields gives rise to counterexamples even for his two point
WFSSC. This result is also true for the Wick powers constructed below. Thus, his
original WFSSC needs to be modified.
Below we propose a wave front set spectrum condition, which is satisfied by the
examples mentioned above. For a more compact notation some definitions from
graph theory are used: Let Gn denote the set of all finite graphs with vertices
{1, . . . , n}, such that for every element G ∈ Gn all edges occur in both admissible
directions. An immersion of a graph G ∈ Gn into some Lorentz manifold M is an
assignment of the vertices of G to points in M , ν → x(ν), and of the edges of G to
piecewise smooth2 curves in M , e→ γ(e) with source s(γ(e)) = x(s(e)) and range
r(γ(e)) = x(r(e)) respectively, together with a covariantly constant causal covector
field ke on γ (∇ke = 0), such that
1. If e is an edge from ν to ν′ then γ(e) connects x(ν) and x(ν′),
2. If e−1 denotes the edge with opposite direction as e, then the corresponding
curve γ(e−1) is the inverse of γ(e),
3. For every edge e from ν to ν′, ke is directed towards the future whenever
ν < ν′,
4. ke−1 = −ke.
(Compare Figure 1)
x(1) x(2)
x(3)
x(4)
x(5)
5
immersion
1 2 3 4
Figure 1. An immersion of a graph
We propose the following criterium as a substitute of the usual spectrum condi-
tion for field theories over a globally hyperbolic manifold,
2Replacing “smooth” by “causal” or “light-like” yields stronger versions of the Microlocal
Spectrum Condition (Definition 4.1 below).
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Definition 4.1 (µSC). A state ω with m-point distributions ωm is said to satisfy
the Microlocal Spectrum Condition (µSC) if and only if, for any m,
WF(ωm)
⊆
{
(x1, k1; . . . ;xm, km) ∈ T
∗Mm \ {0}| ∃G ∈ Gm
and an immersion (x, γ, k) of G, such that
(i) xi = x(i) ∀i = 1, . . . ,m
(ii) ki =
∑
e
s(e)=i
ke(xi)
}
= Γm.
(7)
Remark . For every set of base points (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ singsupp(ωm) the first non
zero direction kl in the wave front set is future directed.
Lemma 4.2. The sets Γm are stable under addition for all m ∈ N, i.e.,
Γm ⊕ Γm ⊆ Γm
Proof. Let (x, k) = (x1, k1; . . . , xm, km) and (x, k˜) = (x1, k˜1; . . . , xm, k˜m) be two
points in Γm with corresponding graphs and immersion G, (x, γ, k) and G˜, (x, γ˜, k˜)
respectively. To prove the assertion, it must be shown, that the point (x, k+) =
(x1, k1 + k˜1; . . . , xm, km + k˜m) is contained in Γm. Let G+ ∈ Gm denote a graph
with m vertices, whose set of edges is the disjoint union of the sets of edges of G
and G˜ respectively. The immersions of the latter two graphs yield an immersion
(x, k+) for G+, which satisfies i) and ii) of Definition 4.1. Hence it remains to
be shown, that (x, k+) is contained in T
∗(Mm) \ {0}, i.e., that ki + k˜i 6= 0 for
some i = 1, . . . ,m. By definition of Γm, both k and k˜ are nonzero and the first
nonvanishing entries ki of k and k˜j of k˜ are elements of V + \ {0}. Hence, for
l = min(i, j) we find kl + k˜l ∈ V + \ {0}.
To show that there exist non trivial states which satisfy our Definition we prove
the following
Proposition 4.3. Let ω denote a quasifree Hadamard state for the Klein-Gordon
field on a globally hyperbolic manifold (M, gab), then ω satisfies the µSC.
Proof. Note first that all odd m-point distributions vanish by assumption, hence ωm
satisfies the µSC trivially for odd m. Consider now the two-point distribution ω2.
Its wave front set is given explicitly by Eqn. (3) and obviously satisfies the µSC. For
a general m-point distribution consider the representation given by Eqn. (4), which
states that ωm is a sum of tensor products of two-point distributions. Hence, there
exists a disconnected graph Gm ∈ Gm together with an immersion (x, γ, k), such
that (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.1 are satisfied, i.e., Gm consists of subgraphsG2 ∈ G2,
such that the immersion (x, γ, k) restricted to these subgraphs is compatible with
the wave front set of the corresponding two-point distribution.
Remark .
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• A complete analogue of this Proposition should be valid in the case of the
Dirac equation, since Hadamard states for the latter are obtainable by ap-
plying the adjoint of the Dirac operator to a suitable (auxiliary) Hadamard
state of the ‘squared’ Dirac equation. For fixed spinor indices the wave front
set of the latter is contained in the r.h.s. of Eqn. (3) and derivatives do not
enlarge the wave front set.
• Junker [Jun95] rigorously proved recently that the adiabatic vacuum states
on a Robertson-Walker spacetime are globally Hadamard states. Hence they
satisfy the µSC, too.
States satisfying the µSC obey some nice properties outlined in the following The-
orems.
Theorem 4.4. Let ω1 and ω2 be two states satisfying the µSC. Then the pointwise
products of their corresponding n-point distributions exist and define a new state
satisfying the µSC.
Proof. To prove the existence of the product, it is –by Theorem 2.6– sufficient to
show that the sums of WF(ωim) (i = 1, 2) do not intersect with the zero section.
Now by assumption WF(ω1m) and WF(ω
2
m) are both contained in the set Γm, which
–by Lemma 4.2– is stable under addition. Hence WF(ω1m) ⊕WF(ω
2
m) ⊆ Γm ⊂
T ∗Mm \{0}, which ensures the existence of the products and also implies that they
satisfy the µSC.
In order to prove that these new m-point distributions yield a state, i.e., satisfy
Wightman positivity, we consider the tensor product of ω1 and ω2. This is a state
on the Borchers-Uhlmann algebra of two commuting scalar fields. Positivity for
this state implies for every test densities fj ∈ C∞0 (M
j ,Ωj1), g ∈ C
∞
0 (M
2,Ω21),
0 ≤
∑
m,n
∫
(ω1)n+m(xn, . . . , x1, x
′
1, . . . , x
′
m)(ω2)n+m(yn, . . . , y1, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
m)
× fn(x1, . . . , xn)fm(x
′
1, . . . , x
′
m)
n∏
i=1
g(xi, yi)
m∏
i=1
g(x′i, y
′
i)
(8)
Now choose a family of real test densities {gǫ ∈ C∞0 (M
2,Ω21)}0<ǫ≤1, such that the
limit ǫ→ 0 equals the Dirac δ-distribution. Inserting these densities into Eqn. (8),
the limit ǫ→ 0 exists by the consideration above and yields∑
m,n
∫
((ω1)n+m(ω2)n+m) (xn, . . . , x1, x
′
1, . . . , x
′
m)
× fn(x1, . . . , xn)fm(x
′
1, . . . , x
′
m).
(9)
Using the sequential continuity due to Theorem 2.6 we conclude that (9) is greater
or equal to zero, which is the desired positivity. This finishes the proof.
Let ω denotes a state on the Borchers-Uhlmann algebra B and let (Hω ,Dω, φω,Ωω)
be the associated GNS-tupel. The folium of ω consists of finite convex linear
combinations ω˜ of states induced by vectors in Dω:
ω˜(A) = Tr(ρπω(A)) ∀A ∈ B, (10)
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where Tr denotes the trace in Hω, πω is the representation of B associated to ω and
ρ =
N∑
i=1
|Ψi >< Ψi| Ψi ∈ Dω,
is some density matrix. Contrary to the usual spectrum condition, the µSC does
not characterize a distinguished state. Instead it is a property of a whole folium:
Theorem 4.5. Let ω be a state satisfying the µSC. Then the µSC is satisfied for
all states in the folium of ω.
Proof. Consider a state ω˜ in the folium of ω. All m-point distributions ω˜m of ω˜ are
finite linear combinations of l +m-point distributions of ω smeared with suitable
test functions from both ends, i.e.,
ω˜m(x1, · · · , xm) =
∑
l
ωl+m(fj1 , · · · , fjk , x1, · · · , xm, fjk+1 , · · · , fjl).
It is therefore sufficient to show that for all m ∈ N
Γ := WF(ωl+m(fj1 , · · · , fjk , x1, · · · , xm, fjk+1 , · · · , fjl)) ⊆ Γm, (11)
where Γm was defined in Definition 4.1 above.
Using Corollary 2.8 we obtain for the l.h.s. of (11)
Γ ⊆ {(x1, k1; · · · ;xm, km) ∈ T
∗Mm \ {0}|
(y1, 0; · · · ; yk, 0;x1, k1; · · · ;xm, km; yk+1, 0; · · · ; yl, 0) ∈WF(ωl+m) ⊂ Γl+m}.(12)
Moreover, since ωl+m satisfies the µSC by assumption, we have for every (y1, 0;
· · · ;xi, ki; · · · ; yl, 0) ∈ WF(ωl+m) a corresponding graph Gl+m ∈ Gl+m together
with an immersion (x, γ, k), such that the covector fields ke are zero whenever γ(e)
does not connect two points in {x1, · · · , xm}. For the last statement note first
that the direction associated to y1 vanishes by (12). Moreover, all causal covector
fields associated to curves γ starting at y1 are directed towards the future by the
definition of an immersion, hence using property (ii) of (7), ke = 0 whenever γ
starts or ends at y1.
Consider now the point y2. The direction associated to this point is again zero
by assumption. Using the properties of the immersion and the previous result for
covector fields along curves ending at y1, one finds that the covector fields ke for
all curves starting at y2 are either future directed or zero. As in the previous case
this implies ke = 0 for all curves starting or ending at y2. By induction, this
result extends up to yk and analogously from yl down to yk+1. We may therefore
remove from the graph Gl+m all points y1, · · · , yk, yk+1, · · · , yl together with all
lines starting or ending at these points. The result is a graph Gm ∈ Gm together
with an immersion (x, γ, k) such that (i) and (ii) of (7) are satisfied. This completes
the proof.
The following Theorem shows that our new spectrum condition is compatible with
the usual Minkowski space spectrum condition.
Theorem 4.6. Let ω be a state for a quantum field theoretical model on Minkowski
space, whose m-point distributions ωm satisfy the Wightman axioms. Then ω sat-
isfies the µSC.
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Proof. By assumption all m-point distributions ωm satisfy the usual spectrum con-
dition. Hence for every m ∈ N the support of the Fourier-transform of ωm is
contained in the following set:
supp(ωˆm) ⊆ {(k1, · · · , km) ∈ R
4m|k1, k1 + k2, · · · ,
m−1∑
i=1
ki ∈ V +,
∑
i
ki = 0} =: Γ0 .
For the corresponding wave front set we obtain by Proposition 8.1.7 of [Ho¨r83]:
WF(ωm) ⊆ R
4m × Γ0 \ {0} ≡ R
4m × Γ.
It is therefore sufficient to show that R4m × Γ is contained in the r.h.s. of (7).
Let (x1, k1; · · · ;xm, km) be an arbitrary element in R4m × Γ. Let G ∈ Gm be a
graph such that every vertex i is connected with its next-neighbour only, i.e., G is
a simple chain. An immersion (x, γ, k) of this graph into Minkowski space is given
by:
1. Assign to every vertex i the point x(i) := xi.
2. The curves γi,j are straight lines connecting xi and xj (j = (i− 1), (i+ 1)).
3. The vector fields ki,i+1 are chosen such that ki,i+1 =
∑i
j=1 kj for all 1 ≤ i ≤
m− 1.
Note that all vectors ki,i+1 are in the closed forward light-cone by assumption and
ki ≡ ki−1,i−ki,i+1. Obviously this choice is compatible with the µSC, which shows
that (x1, k1; · · · ;xm, km) is contained in the r.h.s. of (7).
It is worth noting, that Theorem 4.6 seems to be wrong if we replace the µSC by
one of its stronger versions as suggested in the footnote on page 9: Consider a linear
functional satisfying the usual spectrum condition together with the property that
some point (x1, k1; · · · ;x5, k5) ∈ T
∗M5 \ {0} with
1. (x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2) and k1 ∈ V +,
2. (x3, k3) ∼ (x4, k4) and k3 ∈ V − and k1 + k3 ∈ V +
3. k1 + k2 = −k5,
is in the wavefront set of its corresponding 5-point distribution. (Compare Figure 2).
For such a 5-point distribution there exists no graph G ∈ G5 together with an
k2
x2
k5
x1
k1
k3
k4
x3
x4
x5
Figure 2. A counterexample
immersion, such that the edges are assigned to light-like or causal curves and such
that the conditions in Definition 4.1 are satisfied with this immersion. The last
statement remains true even if we use the physical requirement that this functional
satisfies locality. It is not obvious whether positive linear functionals with this
properties, i.e., states, exist. The latter would provide a counterexample to the
stronger version of Theorem 4.6 mentioned above. On the other hand all states
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for free field models –including the Wick powers defined below–, which arise from
Hadamard states, satisfy the stronger versions of our µSC. One might therefore
conjecture, that the fulfillment of the latter is characteristic for free field models.
5. Definition of Wick polynomials for free fields on a manifold
Let ω be a quasifree state of the Klein-Gordon field over a globally hyperbolic
spacetime (M, gab) satisfying the µSC. We define a normal ordering prescription
with respect to ω as on Minkowski space:
Definition 5.1. Let (Hω ,Dω, φ,Ωω) be the GNS-tupel associated to ω. A normal
ordering prescription : : for the operator valued distributions φ is defined by the
following recursion relation:
:φ : = φ
:φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn+1) : = :φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn) : φ(xn+1)
−
∑
l
:φ(x1) · · · φˆ(xl) · · ·φ(xn) : ω2(xl, xn+1),
where ˆ means omitting the corresponding element and ω2 denotes the two-point
distribution of the state ω.
The normal product
:φ(x1) · · ·φ(xn) :≡ :φ
⊗n : (x1, · · · , xn) (13)
is a well defined operator valued distribution on Hω, since the fields are smeared
individually. It is symmetric in its arguments. For the subsequent definition of
Wick powers, i.e., for the restriction of Eqn. (13) to the diagonal, some auxiliary
operators are needed:
5.1. Auxiliary Wick monomials. Let ∆ ∈ D′(Mn×M) be a distribution, such
that for all smooth test densities f = f(x1, · · · , xn;x)dµ1 · · · dµndµ ∈ C∞0 (M
n ×
M,Ωn+1)
∆(f) ≡
∫
f(x, · · · , x;x)dµ.
It is obvious that ∆ is properly supported. For its wave front set one finds –using
the fact that on Minkowski space ∆ is a product of Dirac δ distributions–
WF(∆) = {(x, k1; · · · ;x, kn;x, k) ∈ T
∗Mn+1 \ {0}|
∑
ki = −k}
WFMn(∆) = {(x, k1; · · · ;x, kn) ∈ T
∗Mn \ {0}|
∑
ki = 0}
For the rest of this paper {∆ǫ}0<ǫ<1 will denote a family of smooth operators from
C∞0 (M,Ω1) to D
′(Mn) converging to ∆ in D′(Mn ×M) if ǫ→ 0. Without loss of
generality we will further assume that all operators ∆ǫ are real.
Definition 5.2. Given the normal ordering prescription and the family {∆ǫ} of
smooth operators we define the auxiliary Wick monomials to be the following op-
erator valued distribution
:φnǫ : (f) :=
(
:φ⊗n : ◦∆ǫ
)
(f) ∀f ∈ C∞0 (M,Ω1), (14)
where ◦ denotes composition of operators in the sense of Theorem 2.7.
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Then the Wick monomial :φn : should be an operator valued distribution on Hω
formally defined as the limit:
:φn : (f) = lim
ǫ→0
:φnǫ : (f) = lim
ǫ→0
(:φ⊗n : ◦∆ǫ)(f) ∀f ∈ C
∞
0 (M,Ω1),
(15)
It is one of the main results of this paper (See Theorem 5.7 below), to show that
Eqn. (15) above can be defined rigorously and yields new Wightman fields on the
manifold. To achieve this goal let us first investigate the “vacuum” expectation
values for products of auxiliary Wick monomials, i.e., their m-point distributions.
Proposition 5.3. For the m-point distributions of products of auxiliary Wick mono-
mials the limit ǫ→ 0 exists in the sense of sequentially continuous convergence for
distributions. For the corresponding kernels one finds:
W(n1,··· ,nm)m (x1, · · · , xm)
:= lim
ǫ1···ǫm→0
(Ω, :φn1ǫ1 : (x1) · · · :φ
nm
ǫm
: (xm)Ω)
=
∑
ai,j
1≤i<j≤m

 ∏
1≤i<j≤m
ω2 (xi, xj)
ai,j
ai,j !

n1!n2! · · ·nm!
(16)
where ai,j is the matrix containing the number of pairings between points xi with
xj (i, j = 1, . . . ,m) and the sum is taken over all possible choices of the ai,j such
that
∑
i ai,j = nj for all j = 1, . . . ,m.
Proof. We refrain from giving full details of the proof since the combinatorial ar-
guments are well-known (see, e.g., [Hep69]). The only crucial point is to show
that the r.h.s of Eqn. (16) which contains products of two-point distributions is
well defined, since –by Theorem 2.6– we have sequential continuity whenever the
limit exists. On the other hand the existence of the limit is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 4.4, which applies, since all quasifree Hadamard states satisfy
the µSC.
We will show below that the m-point distributions W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m for all ni ≤ N ,
1 ≤ i ≤ m satisfy positivity and local commutativity, i.e., they are Wightman
distributions. Now every hierarchy of Wightman distributions gives rise to a state
on the corresponding Borchers-Uhlmann algebra satisfying local commutativity.
Hence we may apply the GNS-reconstruction Theorem to obtain a GNS-tupel
(HN ,DN , : φ1 :, . . . , : φN :,ΩN ), which contains the Wick monomials : φ1 :, . . . ,
:φN : as Wightman fields on HN with dense invariant domain DN . Since :φ :≡ φ,
one obviously has Hω ⊆ HN and Dω ⊆ DN , where Hω and Dω are the GNS-Hilbert
space and dense invariant domain for the original field φ in the state ω respectively.
Now Dω is already dense in HN , since for every Ψ ∈ DN there exists a sequence
of vectors in Dω converging to Ψ. To obtain the latter replace all Wick monomials
in the expression for Ψ by their corresponding auxiliary Wick monomials. The
convergence of the sequence obtained in that way is an immediate consequence of
the continuity property of the corresponding m-point distribution stated in Propo-
sition 5.3 above. We conclude that HN and Hω and Ωω and ΩN respectively are
equal, which means that the Wick monomials can be represented as Wightman
fields in the Hilbert space Hω. The subspace Dω may not be an invariant domain
for the Wick monomials in general, but due to the following Theorem, it is always a
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core for the closure of the Wick monomials with respect to the “universal” domain
D ≡ ∪DN . This result ensures that we “do not loose information” by restricting
the Wick monomials to the subspace Dω.
Theorem 5.4. The domain Dω is a core for the closure of any Wick monomial
:φn : with respect to D.
Proof. To prove the Theorem, we have to show that for all test densities f ∈
C∞0 (M,Ω1) the closure of :φ
n : (f) restricted to Dω coincides with the closure of :φn :
(f) defined on D. We note first that all Wick monomials are hermitian, hence their
closure with respect to D exist. Consider an arbitrary element {:φn : (f)Ψ,Ψ} ∈
Γ(:φn : (f)) in the closure of the graph of : φn : (f), where f is a test density as
above. We will show below that there exists a sequence Ψ˜j ∈ Dω converging to
Ψ ∈ D, such that :φn : (f)Ψ˜j converges to :φn : (f)Ψ.
Let {Ψj}j∈N be a sequence of vectors in D converging to Ψ, such that :φ
n : (f)Ψj
converges to :φn : (f)Ψ. Our assumption guarantees the existence of such a sequence
and that every Ψj is a polynomial of Wick monomials applied to the GNS-vacuum.
Replacing every Wick monomial :φm : in the expression for Ψj by its corresponding
auxiliary Wick monomial :φmδ : yields elements Ψj,δ ∈ Dω which converge to Ψj for
δ → 0. Now let ǫ > 0 be given. By assumption there exists some j with
‖Ψj −Ψ‖ <
ǫ
2
, ‖ :φn : (f)(Ψj −Ψ)‖ <
ǫ
2
.
Moreover, due to the continuity property of the m-point distribution for the auxil-
iary Wick monomials (Proposition 5.3 above), there exists a δ > 0, such that
‖Ψj,δ −Ψj‖ <
ǫ
2
, ‖ :φn : (f)(Ψj,δ −Ψj)‖ <
ǫ
2
.
Combining the two previous results we get
‖Ψj,δ −Ψ‖ ≤ ǫ ‖ :φ
n :(f)(Ψj,δ −Ψ)‖ ≤ ǫ
hence, {:φn :(f)Ψ,Ψ} ∈ Γ(:φn : (f) ↾Dω), which proves the assertion.
Let us now finish the argument by showing that the linear functionals W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m
are Wightman distributions.
Lemma 5.5 (Positivity). The hierarchy of m-point distributions for the Wick mono-
mials satisfy positivity, i.e.,∑∫
· · ·
∫
f¯j(x1, . . . , xj)
×W
(mj,...,m1,n1,...,nk)
j+k (xj , . . . , x1, y1, . . . , yk) fk(y1, . . . , yk) ≥ 0, (17)
for all finite sequences f0, f1(x1), f2(x1, x2), . . . of test densities. As usual the
upper bar denotes complex conjugation.
Proof. The fields :φ⊗n : obviously are (hermitian) Wightman fields. Let us denote
their Wightman M-point distributions by
W
(⊗n1,··· ,⊗nm)
M=
∑
ni
(x11 , . . . , x1n1 , . . . , xm1 , . . . , xmnm )
:= (Ω, :φ⊗n1 : (x11 , . . . , x1n1 ) · · · :φ
⊗nm : (xm1 , . . . , xmnm )Ω). (18)
The corresponding hierarchy satisfies positivity and local commutativity by defini-
tion.
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Consider now a finite sequence of test densities {fi(x1, . . . , xi)}. We may use
the operators ∆ǫ introduced above to map every fi into an admissible test density
∆ǫ ◦ fi for :φ⊗n :. It follows that
0 ≤
∑∫
· · ·
∫
m1∆ǫ · · ·
mj∆ǫ ◦fj(x11 , . . . , x1m1 , . . . , xj1 , . . . , xjmj )
×W
(⊗mj ,··· ,⊗m1,⊗n1,··· ,⊗nk)
J+K (xjnj , . . . , x11 , y11 , . . . , yknk )
× n1∆ǫ · · ·
nk∆ǫ ◦fk(y11 , . . . , y1n1 , . . . , yk1 , . . . , yknk )
(19)
where the upper left index on n∆ǫ indicates the image space D
′(Mn) of the cor-
responding operator and J and K abbreviate
∑
mi and
∑
ni respectively. We
now insert Eqn. (18) together with Eqn. (14) and use the symmetry of the Wick
ordering prescription as well as the fact that all operators ∆ǫ are real. We obtain:
(19) =
∑∫
· · ·
∫
f¯j(x1, . . . , xj)
× (Ω, :φmjǫ : (xj) · · · :φ
m1
ǫ : (x1) :φ
n1
ǫ : (y1) · · · :φ
nk
ǫ : (yk)Ω)
× fk(y1, . . . , yk)
Note that by Proposition 5.3 the expression above converges to the l.h.s. of
Eqn. (17) in the limit ǫ→ 0, which finishes the proof.
The locality for the m-point distributions W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m is the result of the following
Lemma 5.6 (Locality). The m-point distributions W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m obey locality, i.e.,
for f1, . . . , fm ∈ C∞0 (M,Ω1), such that the supports of fi and fi+1 are space-like
separated,
W(n1,··· ,nm)m (f1 ⊗ · · · fi ⊗ fi+1 ⊗ · · · fm) =W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m (f1 ⊗ · · · fi+1 ⊗ fi ⊗ · · · fm)
Proof. As in the proof of the previous Theorem, we prove the statement for the
auxiliary Wick monomials first:
Let fi and fi+1 be two test densities with space-like separated supports. Apply-
ing the appropriate operator ∆ to fi and fi+1 yields test densities
ni∆(fi) and
ni+1∆(fi+1) whose supports are space-like separated, too. Hence one can find two
space-like separated closed bounded regions Uni∆(fi) and Uni+1∆(fi+1) strictly con-
taining the supports of ni∆(fi) and
ni+1∆(fi+1) respectively. This implies the
existence of a subsequence of smooth operators ni∆ǫ,
ni+1∆δ converging to
ni∆
and ni+1∆ respectively, such that supp ni∆ǫ(fi) and supp
ni+1∆δ(fi+1) are space-
like separated for all couples ǫ, δ. Using locality for the original fields φ we conclude:
(Ω, :φn1ρ : (f1) · · · :φ
ni
ǫ : (fi) :φ
ni+1
δ : (fi+1) · · · :φ
nm
ρ : (fm)Ω)
= (Ω, :φn1ρ : (f1) · · · :φ
ni+1
δ : (fi+1) :φ
ni
ǫ : (fi) · · · :φ
nm
ρ : (fm)Ω). (20)
By the continuity result of Proposition 5.3 we may pass to the limit ρ, ǫ, δ → 0,
obtaining
W(n1,··· ,nm)m (f1 ⊗ · · · fi ⊗ fi+1 ⊗ · · · fm) =W
(n1,··· ,nm)
m (f1 ⊗ · · · fi+1 ⊗ fi ⊗ · · · fm).
Combining all the results obtained and using the GNS-reconstruction Theorem we
have thus proved the following
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Theorem 5.7. The Wick monomials of the free Klein-Gordon field on a globally
hyperbolic spacetime with respect to any quasifree state ω satisfying the µSC are
well defined Wightman fields on the GNS-Hilbert space of ω with core Dω and dense
invariant domain D generated by applying finitely many smeared Wick monomials
to Ω.
Remark .
• Our construction of Wick monomials generalizes by linearity to polynomials
which may also contain derivatives of the field. This is due to the fact that
derivations do not enlarge the wave front set of a distribution (see the Remark
in section 2).
• It should be possible to generalize the results of this section to other free field
examples, e.g., the free Dirac- or electro-magnetic field.
It is worth noting that the GNS-vacuum Ω, which was used in the normal or-
dering prescription above, simultaneously yields an admissable state for the Wick
monomials in the sense of
Theorem 5.8. Every state ω(n) given by the Wightman distributions of the Wick
monomials :φn : (any n ∈ N) satisfies the µSC.
Proof. The m-point distributions ω
(n)
m are “vacuum” expectation values of product
of Wick monomials in the sense of Proposition 5.3 by construction:
ω(n)m (x1, · · · , xm) =
∑
ai,j
1≤i<j≤m

 ∏
1≤i<j≤m
ω2 (xi, xj)
ai,j
ai,j !

 (n!)m (21)
which implies that WF(ω
(n)
m ) is contained in the following set:
WF(ω(n)m ) ⊆
⋃
p⊂P
⊕
r∈p
[WF (ωr2)⊕WF(ω
r
2)]
where p runs over the nonempty subsets of the set of all ordered pairs P =
{(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m}. Note that we are using the same notation as in Eqn. (6)
and that the sum of two wave front sets of the two-point distribution over the same
base points is stable under further sums. Moreover the two-point distribution ω2
satisfies the µSC by assumption and the latter is conic by definition. Hence we can
apply verbatim the argumentation in the proof of Proposition 4.3 which completes
the proof of the Theorem.
We end this paper by stating the following straightforward result on the energy-
momentum tensor for free fields on a manifold.
Corollary 5.9. The normal ordered energy-momentum tensor Tµν of a free mas-
sive scalar Klein-Gordon field on a globally hyperbolic manifold is a Wightman field
on the GNS-Hilbert space for any quasifree state ω satisfying the µSC.
Proof. The normal ordered energy-momentum tensor is by definition a (real) Wick
polynomial of the corresponding free field. Hence the assertion follows immediately
from Theorem 5.7 above.
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6. Summary and outlook
In this paper the program sketched in [Ko¨h95] is continued. In particular in its
first part a microlocal spectrum condition (µSC) for all m-point distributions of a
quantum field on a curved spacetime is proposed. This condition might generalize
the usual Minkowski space spectrum condition to manifolds. It is shown, that
the new µSC is compatible to the former and nontrivial examples for physical
states satisfying this new condition are presented. In the second part of this paper
arbitrary Wick monomials for free scalar fields on globally hyperbolic spacetimes
with respect to globally Hadamard states are defined rigorously. For the proofs
both the µSC and the powerful methods of Ho¨rmander’s microlocal analysis are
needed. In a next step they should be used to formulate causal perturbation theory
on manifolds. Work is in progress in this direction and the authors do not expect
any fundamental difficulties.
On Minkowski spacetime the study of wave front sets for more realistic models
(e.g., QED) might result in a deeper understanding of the Wightman axioms. The
free field examples considered in this paper satisfy the stronger version of our µSC
suggested in the footnote on page 9. We conjecture that this property distinguishes
free field theories from interacting ones. We are confident that this conjecture can
be proved at the level of perturbation theory.
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